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Feedback received:
• Jeremy: Looks good! However you don't need the *Week* model as you can use the date built-in to rails. You could have *Meal* ? So you're 

basically building an event calendar with adding functionality for ingredients.
• James:  I think the main concept of ingredients/recipes is solid, and it gives you a good opportunity to use the join table…Things to think about  - 

will you need a separate 'in stock' page? Or could you just separate the list of all ingredients to be in stock or not. Also - how are you going to 
assign a Recipe to a specific day in the week?

• Lauren: Remember all models and SINGULAR (ingredient, not ingredient). Join tables are named in alphabetical order and the second item is 
plural.  (Example: `ingredient_recipes`). Now some suggestions: I think you might want to add a model for "Day" so that each week has many 
days and then each day has many recipes.  Then on your week index view page, you can show each day and clearly associate a recipe with the 
day that you're cooking it on.

After listen all the feedback I made the following changes:
• Change the name of model Week for Meal and now the last one accepts dates as values.
• Rename the joint table for ingredient_recipes.
• Change the display of the in stock ingredients on the webpage.

Questions for teachers

I found on Ruby documentation the possibility to make something called ‘enum status’ (other example here) which change the status of the object 
when you called the method. I would like to implement this on the model Meal to choose between the three different meals that you can have: 
breakfast, lunch and dinner. I was  thinking another way, it’s just to have the column type_meal as string on the table Meals, so the user can write 
one. Which way do you suggest would be the best?

In the following chart I wrote on blue the first option and on red the second one

http://edgeapi.rubyonrails.org/classes/ActiveRecord/Enum.html
http://edgeapi.rubyonrails.org/classes/ActiveRecord/Enum.html


About the app 



What it is?
I am creating this app to solve common and frequent problem  which take us at least and hour and half every week… 
What the heck we are going to eat during the week?! 
Which recipes are we going to prepare? 
Which ingredients do we need? 
And what we have in stock, and what we need to buy?.

Minimal value product:
This app will have at least the  following resources:
• weeks:  display the days of the week.
• days: display the recipes for every meal (breakfast, lunch and dinner).
• recipes: display the title, preparation and ingredients .
• ingredients: display the list of ingredients available on the database.
• in stock: display the list of the ingredients available to cook.
• to buy: display the list of the ingredients do we need to buy.

Bonus features:
1. Add tags for weeks for season browsing.
2. Add tag for recipes for kind of meat browsing.
3. Display the prices of the products via mySupermarket Basket API

http://www.apple.com

